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Executive Summary

Opportunity

Problem

There has been considerable publicity recently into the roll out of high speed, 
Next Generation Access (NGA) broadband across the UK. The Government 
target is to ensure that 95% of the population have access to at least 24Mbps by 
2025 . It is expected that this target will be achieved through a combination of 
commercially viable schemes in cities and urban areas, mainly supplied by 
Openreach, Virgin Media and now CityFibre, and a subsidised roll out across the 
rest of the country using money from central government, investment 
vessels and local authorities.

This subsidised activity is administered by Broadband Delivery UK (BDUK) on 
behalf of the Department of Culture, Media and Sport (DCMS). The nature of the 
framework arrangements established by BDUK means that the majority of these 
subsidised connections are delivered by BT Openreach who have an exclusive 
position as the chosen company to construct the new Fibre to the Cabinet 
(FTTC) and Fibre to the Home (FTTH) networks.

In order to achieve the 95% target as quickly and cost effectively as possible, BT 
are naturally focussing on areas where the most possible properties can be 
connected to each of their new cabinets. 

The BT FTTC roll out will deliver a speed of at least 24Mbps to those properties 
that are included, however this should be measured against:  The EU minimum 
standard for high speed broadband which is set at 30Mbps: New EU and UK 
government targets of 100Mbps as the minimum download speed (UK aspiration 
for “nearly everyone” to achieve these speeds) meaning that the BT Infinity 
scheme is already obsolete. BT’s announcement that they intend to deliver 
G.Fast, 300Mbps connections to 10 million premises by 2020 has now passed. 
Unfortunately BT do not publicise their figures for the services they offer so we 
have no proof this was ever achieved.

The government’s ambition to “level up” the nation by providing next-generation 
fibre broadband to every home by 2025 is likely to be missed, unless issues 
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including pricing and concrete plans on reaching remote towns and villages are 
addressed, according to a new report.

Addressing the UK’s status as a global laggard in rolling out gigabit speed 
broadband was a key promise of Boris Johnson’s election manifesto. The huge 
demand for reliable, high-speed internet connections as millions moved to home 
working during the coronavirus pandemic has added further impetus to hit that 
target. Only 19% of UK homes have access to full-fibre broadband, compared 
with up to 80% in many developed countries.

A new report from the Social Market Foundation think-tank has warned that the 
2025 target will be missed without swift action from government. This includes 
clear plans on how its £5bn fund will ensure hard to reach places do not get left 
behind.

“Delivering the rollout of full-fibre broadband fairly and quickly is hugely 
important for the UK economy, and all the more so because of pandemic 
restrictions that have left so many of us working and socialising online.

The conclusion is for many more AltNets to spring up and to build out their own 
networks creating a more competitive market giving the bigger players a run for 
their money.

 

Solution

We previously spoke in the problem section about BT Openreach delaying 
rolling out high capacity networks in smaller towns and villages. That said our 
plans are to harness and exploit the BT Openreach infrastructure by using 
(Communications Partnership via PIA). It is the plans of First Fibre Ltd to 
capitalise on PIA (Physical Infrastructure Access) agreement and build as many 
homes as we can possibly secure investment for.

For more information about the communications provider scheme using PIA 
please refer to this 
link. https://www.openreach.co.uk/cpportal/products/passive-
products/physical-infrastructure-access(PIA) 
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The reasonings behind this methodology is to drastically reduce the THP (Total 
Homes Passed) rate to around £150 per home passed. Greenfield construction 
builds can be between £250 to over £500 per home passed dependent of where 
you intend to build your networks and how spaced out the properties are apart 
from one-another.

Our plans are to limit and rule out any construction works that may arise and 
only feed properties that currently have Openreach legacy copper infrastructure 
running past the homes we intend to build. By utilising the Openreach 
infrastructure we can also bypass having to immediately apply for (Electronic 
Communications Code of Powers) with OFCOM which can take around six to 
nine months and also reduces the funds for 
liabilities. https://www.ofcom.org.uk/phones-telecoms-and-
internet/information-for-industry/policy/electronic-comm-code 

Building your fibre assets alongside existing infrastructure means you can build 
out quickly and easily at a much lower rate than a traditional construction build. 
That said its a race against time so we need to quickly pick the remaining low 
hanging fruits before other providers join the race. Revenue from broadband 
customers is a constant stream of income and after four to five months the 
homes passed rate per take up has been paid back for each paying customer.

Its is the plans of First Fibre Ltd over the next three years to build in towns 
where only legacy copper exists. The means the current customer base already 
exists and were not previously given the opportunity to access full high speed 
fibre optic connectivity. We will not overbuild in area's where there are existing 
fibre to the home services as this would not be beneficial even as an additional 
provider and competitor. We intend to scope out as many underserviced towns 
and start building out from the local BT exchanges utilising existing ducts and 
poles to install our fibre cables and components.

Market

All the area's we target are customer/subscriber driven with 95% residential 
and 5% business driven targets. Whilst we concentrate more on the residential 
drive we will most certainly build as many business premises as we possibly can.

With the unfortunate arrival of Covid-19 back in early 2020 means it has driven 
more individuals and businesses to work from residential premises. 
Unfortunately some of the current  broadband speeds are not fit for purpose 
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with large data files being uploaded and downloaded which means our higher 
speeds will be more welcomed in the current climate.

First Fibre Ltd intend a three year build plan to connect as many customers as 
we possibly can subject to investment. This is currently a players market and 
time will surely run out in a few years so now is the time to take advantage of 
the remaining underfed premises supplied on copper cables.

Competition

Whilst we cannot shy away from competition as we all know they exist we have 
the added advantage of picking and choosing where we build our networks. The 
only competition First Fibre Ltd will have is BT Openreach as we shall only build 
in area's where Openreach have not yet upgraded to full fibre availability to their 
customers. By the time Openreach do upgrade we will have already overbuilt the 
area being first to offer the full fibre high speed internet connectivity to our 
customers.

The North of England is still a prime example of many premises which can be 
upgraded to fibre giving these towns and villages the broadband speeds they 
have been left behind with. Having the choice of cherry picking our own 
locations means we can just reserve the ducts and poles we need via the BT PIA 
agreement and start to build out our networks.

As previously mentioned we only overbuild over legacy copper networks which 
means we are passing existing customers who previously did not have the option 
of moving across to a full fibre high speed network.

 

Why Us?

First Fibre Ltd are a newcomer (start-up) to this so we not going to try pull the 
wool over your eyes. I however "Bob Snowden" have been in the industry for 
over 35 years and worked on the BT network all my life as a contractor. I have 
built and passed probably over one million homes in one form or another. I have 
access to the knowledge bank of life, standards, documentation, contractors, 
suppliers, service providers ect...
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I have standardised a build plan where I can build  and pass homes for under 
£150 per home base on contract network build installation costs of less than £70 
per home passed and materials <£75 per home passed. The strategy I am using is 
not new, however it costs more per home with other suppliers as they have 
decided to also construct/dig parts of the network which draws the cost per 
home up very quickly meaning longer for your return on investment.

Whilst I have great passion in what I do the network build will be a quick one 
with a lifecycle build of no more than three years which forms part of my 5 year 
plan exiting around 2026.

Expectations

Forecast

The initial product shall be launched via a seed capital injection of £350k 
required by July 2021. This capital will be to produce the proof of concept 
prior to round (A) investment in May 2022 of £4 million.

2021: 250 homes passed with a potential take up rate of 27% using our basic 
product at 100Mbsp and a smaller mixture of our 250Mbps product. Sales for the 
period shall be leading into 2022 shall be around 68 customers.

2022/2023: 11,000 homes passed with a potential take up rate of 27% using our 
basic product at 100Mbps and a smaller mixture of our 250Mbps product. Sales 
for the period shall be leading into 2023 shall be around 3,105 + the existing 
68 customers from 2022.

2023/2024: A further 13,500 homes passed with a potential take up rate of 27% 
using our basic product at 100Mbps and a smaller mixture of our 250Mbps 
product. Sales for this period leading into 2024 shall be around 3,645 + the 
existing 3,173 customers from 2022/2023.
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Financial Highlights by Year

Financing Needed

The financing shall be offset by investment for share capital with two rounds as 
listed below.

1. Seed investment £350k in July 2021
2. Round A investment of £4 million in May 2022
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Opportunity

Problem & Solution

Problem Worth Solving

The super fast fibre broadband revolution is now well underway, however it will 
be still some five to ten years before we see full fibre residential penetration. 
Families, young couples and businesses are being left behind whilst the bigger 
towns and cities are hit first by the bigger broadband suppliers.

There is still over 50%/60% of towns and villages in the North of England 
without access to fast stable and reliable fibre broadband. In many towns and 
villages in the North of England there is still only one supplier and the only 
option to the consumer is Openreach's old legacy copper network.

To deliver high-speed internet to our households, telecommunication operators 
have different technologies to choose from. The most advanced technology is 
based on optical fibre cables and is therefore called fibre-to-the-home (FTTH). 
The FTTH variant more commonly used in Europe to provide FTTH services is 
Gigabit Passive Optical Network, or GPON. Here’s how GPON works.

The evolution of the world-wide web (or internet): Faster, better, stronger

Since the mid-1990s, the internet has revolutionised our lives and there is an 
ever-increasing demand for faster and more reliable data traffic. High definition 
or even 4K video streaming, teleworking, videoconferencing, etc., are some of 
the commonly used internet-based services driving the explosion of data and 
bandwidth. The confinement and lockdown period during the Covid-19 crisis has 
shown the importance of good, reliable internet connectivity at home. A high-
speed connection at home has opened up the possibility of efficient teleworking, 
maintaining entertainment habits and keeping close contacts with our loved 
ones through videoconferencing. Data traffic in all networks has increased 
significantly during the confinement period.

The first telecommunication networks were built using copper cables as the 
physical medium to transmit the signal. For many years, these networks would 
be used for basic telephony services, mainly voice and telegrams. With the 
expansion of the internet since the mid-1990s, voice has been progressively 
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replaced by data. And this quickly showed the limits of copper in transmitting 
data, so optical fibre technology was developed as a response to this constraint.

But first, why is fibre-optic technology capable of providing faster and higher-
bandwidth services than copper technology? Copper transmits electrons, while 
glass fibre transmits photons. In other words, the fibre cable transmits light, 
which travels faster than electrons, providing higher speeds. And, when sent 
over an optical cable, optical signals diminish less over distance than electrical 
signals over copper cables.

The first optical networks were rolled-out at the end of the 1980s. Initially, they 
would be used for submarine or long-distance fibre cables that connected big 
cities, like New York with London or London with Paris, for example. 
Progressively, the entire internet backbone came to run on fibre-optic cables 
that replaced copper cables.

And once the backbones increased their capacity thanks to the optical fibre, the 
technology was spread out gradually, first connecting large business and public 
administration buildings, and eventually covering individual households.

The main optical transmitter, called the OLT (Optical Line Terminal) is located 
within the telecommunications operator building, the central office. A laser in 
the OLT injects the photons from the central office to a fibre-optic cable made 
of glass and plastic that ends at a passive optical splitter. The splitter breaks the 
single signal from the central office into numerous signals that may eventually 
be distributed to up to 64 customers. The number of customers served by one 
laser is a result of the operator’s engineering criteria, which might choose to 
lower the number, very often to 32 customers.

Furthermore, the operator might decide to split the signal twice, for example 
once into eight and further down the cable again into four. The maximum 
distance between the central office can be 20km, although operators will usually 
limit it to 16km, to be able to provide a good quality of service.

The advantage of optical fibre is that its signal attenuation—the reduction in the 
signal’s strength over long distances—is much lower than in an electrical copper 
system.

For the copper, the channel gets smaller and smaller, so it is more difficult for 
the electrons to go through. In the optical system, the channel is always the 
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same, so they go through more or less till the end. In addition, the signal from 
one copper cable will alter the signal of an adjacent cable, degrading the signal 
even further.”

Within the 16km range of a fibre central office, then, all households can have 
high-speed internet, in contrast to ADSL technology, whose signal deteriorates 
as the distance between the central office and the household grows, with 
already significant loss of signal after 3km.

The quality of fibre service is at least 10 times better, from up to 100 megabits 
with a copper-based network to one gigabit with fibre, although it will usually be 
even higher as a copper-based system will not reach above 50 megabits.

Optical fibre is a more energy-efficient, future-proof technology

But the lower attenuation and the possibility of splitting one fibre into many also 
has advantages over the copper technology from an energy efficiency point of 
view. Due to the higher attenuation, operators must inject more power into a 
copper line from the central office than to a fibre equivalent. For copper ADSL, 
operators calculate about 1.8 Watt per user. Recent analysis shows that fibre 
reduces this energy to 0.5 Watt per user. Multiplying this by millions of users in 
Europe shows the potential CO2 savings we can achieve when migrating to fibre.

As a relatively recent technology, fibre-optic cables are yet to be fully deployed 
throughout Europe. But as in any telecommunication technology, equipment 
manufacturers are already working on the next technology with even higher 
speeds. Fibre networks have the potential to upgrade to its next generation by 
changing the laser without changing the costly fibre rollouts.

“This is a future-proof technology with higher capabilities and increased energy”

 

Our solution

We have decided to capitalise on Openreach's "Duct and Pole Assets" using PIA 
"Physical Infrastructure Access" which enables First Fibre Ltd to build assets at 
less than half the market rate. Our solution opposed to many other network 
operators is to rent the duct and pole space from Openreach which reduces 
construction works by around 98%.
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The reduction in cutting out the construction means it costs us less than half 
letting us build a homes passed rate at less than £150 per home. We have 
decided to utilise the entire Openreach products from housing our equipment in 
the Openreach exchanges to installing our cables in their ducts and on their 
poles.

Apart from the costs being highly reduced it means we can build out much 
quicker having cut out the construction works meaning we can get to the 
customer quicker to get that first fibre connection sale not previously offered to 
the consumer.

Target Market

Market Size

First Fibre Ltd have set out our goal to only build our networks in towns and 
villages where the customer only has access to unreliable, old legacy copper 
broadband. There are still millions of underfed homes and our strategy is to 
cherry pick these prior to other build partners taking root there.

Every town we have access to subject to the investment will built to 95% of the 
premise count and our intensions are to build in towns and villages where there 
are over at least 250 properties. Our intensions over the next 5 years is to give 
available access to high speed fibre broadband to around 25,000 households and 
businesses based on a take up of 25% in year 3 and gaining another 25% in years 
4 and 5 giving First Fibre Ltd 50% take up of the homes passed.

Competition

Current alternatives

Although there are a few alternatives such as cable broadband (Virgin Media) 
and wireless broadband non give you the stability like a pure fibre connection.

That said, we have chosen not to build where other operators are already active, 
unless the homes are only fed via Openreach legacy copper of have wireless 
broadband connections.
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Our advantages

With data consumption growing and use of real-time, high-bandwidth services 
on the rise, all households and businesses need a connection that can cope with 
these increasing demands todays challenges throw at us.

For many, the long-term solution will be full fibre, which delivers speeds of up 
to 1Gbps for both uploads and downloads. Full fibre is becoming the backbone 
of the UK’s future networks. It will give households and businesses all the speed, 
stability, and bandwidth they need to meet the demands of family lives and 
expectations of business customers and employees, and to be genuinely 
competitive on locally.

There are many benefits to moving over to a full fibre connectivity service. For 
starters, greatly increased speed will enable you to take full advantage of the 
most advanced technologies available today, such as cloud computing, voice and 
video communications, artificial intelligence, and data analytics. Essentially, it’s 
the foundation for real digital transformation.

Another benefit is the symmetrical nature of full fibre. Unlike broadband, the 
downstream rate of transmission is just as fast as the upstream speed. This 
makes collaboration and sharing of data and files much faster. It also makes it 
easier to store and backup data remotely, allowing users to access it from 
anywhere, and providing households and businesses with the resilience they 
need to protect themselves from digital security threats such as ransomware, 
and unprecedented events.

Full fibre can also be more financially viable and help to future-proof the 
business. It may enable companies to get rid of legacy and / or multiple 
landline-based data and voice connections, for example. The additional 
bandwidth will allow multiple services to run across a single connection. A full 
fibre, gigabit connection will also give the household or business the capacity it 
needs for many years to come.
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Execution

Marketing & Sales

Marketing/Sales Plan

Below are some objectives we seek to overcome whilst undertaking our du-
diligence 

Areas we seek to explore:

• Undertake a full business and company marketing review and give options 
of opportunities that maybe being missed with existing marketing 
solutions.

• Web design and to manage our website to receive inquires through being 
'search engine friendly' and making our potential customers warm to 
our services and products.

• SEO, internet marketing, web marketing and search marketing, achieving 
page one listings for UK regional, UK national and potential multi 
language customers.

• B2C, Business to Customer, Company marketing and B2B marketing.
• Manage and create Google Adword, Bing and Yahoo Ads and Social Media 

Sites - Twitter, Facebook, LinkedIn advertising campaigns.
• Article writing, link building, blogs, social network sites, page rank 

development to secure high rankings for keyword searches.
• Making use of social media such as Facebook, Twitter, LinkedIn etc and 

understanding roots to market using these types of mediums and how to 
use these to connect with our customers.

• Improve conversions - convert more enquiries into more sales.
• Produce email marketing letters, direct mail letters, brochures and 

leaflets that people will read and respond to rather than bin.
• Develop a sales strategy to increase sales per campaign.
• Knowing how to to follow up leads and turn these into sales.
• Produce news items for the press to use, so potential customers learn 

about our "First Fibre" services through our successes through regular 
local PR.

• Make our business stand out from the competition (Openreach).
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• Help ourselves to gain the most out of local networking and exhibitions in 
local schools, town halls, field events and other places already holding 
venues.

• Help ourselves gain major contracts and build relationships with 
businesses on retail and trading estates.

• Marketing our business to stay ahead of the competition and become the 
leading business to customer  broadband supplier in our market place.

• Competitor Research, current offerings, pricings and promotions 
currently being offered.

• Market research and develop new marketing opportunities by continuous 
improvement strategies.

Operations

Technology

While enthusiasm for triple play increases, its delivery at a subscriber's home 
still has many challenges, and one of them is that the present copper wire 
system cannot accommodate the transmission of bandwidth-hungry 
applications such as video. Capable of delivering high bandwidth and multiple 
services, GPON is a promising new generation technology for the FTTx 
deployments and is being endorsed by operators and vendors. The past few 
years have witnessed the accelerating development of GPON technologies 
worldwide.

10G-PON

10G-PON (also known as XG-PON) is a 2010 computer networking standard for 
data links, capable of delivering shared Internet access rates up to 10 Gbit/s 
(gigabits per second) over existing dark fibre. This is the ITU-T's next generation 
standard following on from G-PON or Gigabit-capable PON. Optical fibre is 
shared by many subscribers in a network known as FTTx in a way that 
centralises most of the telecommunications equipment, often displacing copper 
phone lines that connect premises to the phone exchange. Passive optical 
network (PON) architecture has become a cost-effective way to meet 
performance demands in access networks, and sometimes also in large optical 
local networks for "Fibre-to-the-desk".
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Passive optical networks are used for the "Fibre-to-the-home" or "Fibre-to-the-
premises" last mile with splitters that connect each central transmitter to many 
subscribers. The 10 Gbit/s shared capacity is the downstream speed broadcast 
to all users connected to the same PON, and the 2.5 Gbit/s upstream speed uses 
multiplexing techniques to prevent data frames from interfering with each 
other. Users have a network device that converts optical signals to the signals 
used in building wiring, such as Ethernet and wired analogue plain old telephone 
service. XGS-PON is a related technology that can deliver upstream and 
downstream (symmetrical) speeds of up to 10 Gbit/s (gigabits per second)

User applications and demand

As demand for network speed continues to grow, so new and faster technologies 
are spawned from the existing standards. 10G-PON is the next generation ultra-
fast capability for G-PON providers, designed to coexist with installed G-PON 
user equipment on the same network; an example of Nielsen's law predicting 
demand for data downloads to double every year. The ITU-T completed parts of 
the standard in 2010. 10G-PON may initially find uses in connecting fibre nodes 
within multi-tenant units and commercial buildings.

Triple play services over IP of video, data and voice are often cited as driving 
user demand for heavier usage of broadband that justifies PON investment. 
While RF overlay has been popular in some countries and minimises congestion 
caused by usage of video services, the convergence of HDTV and IPTV, and the 
growth in internet cloud services could create demand for bandwidth that 
exceeds the capacity of gigabit services in future. Teleworking and video 
conferencing are other applications demanding such triple play capabilities.

Examples of bandwidth-intensive applications include IPTV, videoconferencing, 
interactive video, online interactive gaming, peer-to-peer networking, karaoke-
on-demand, IP video surveillance, and cloud applications where remote storage 
and computing resources provide online service on demand to users with thin-
client local systems. Cloud applications could take advantage of in-country 
content hosting, and 10GPON may encourage explosive development of 
innovative services that become feasible as users move to faster connections.

Business continuity systems may also take advantage of 10GPON to enable cost-
effective real-time backup/recovery/replication of critical business systems 
across multiple sites. Other businesses may just need to connect several sites as 
a virtual private network, effectively a virtual office, or may have e-commerce 
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services that require business partners to have sufficient connectivity for 
constant database access.

Many of these applications are already growing in both popularity and demand 
for bandwidth.

Standards

ITU-T G.987 is the standard for 10G-PON.

Asymmetric 10G-PON is specified as XG-PON1: 10 Gbit/s downstream and 2.5 
Gbit/s upstream (nominal line rate of 9.95328 Gbit/s downstream and 2.48832 
Gbit/s upstream).

Symmetric 10G-PON is also proposed as XG-PON2 with 10 Gbit/s upstream, but 
would require more expensive burst-mode lasers on optical network terminals 
(ONTs) to deliver the upstream transmission speed. Another symmetric 10G-
PON standard is XGS-PON (ITU-T G.9807.1, approved 2016-06-22).

Framing is "G-PON like" but uses different wavelengths from G-PON (using a 
WDM to separate them) so that G-PON subscribers can be upgraded to 10G-
PON incrementally while GPON users continue on the original OLT. The G-PON 
standard is G.984. This compares to the IEEE 802.3av standard for 10G-EPON 
based on Ethernet, which has standardised upstream rates of both 1Gbit/s and 
10Gbit/s. The 10 Gigabit PON wavelengths (1577 nm down / 1270 nm up) differ 
from GPON and EPON (1490 nm down /1310 nm up), allowing it to coexist on the 
same fibre with either of the Gigabit PONs.

G.987

ITU-T Recommendation G.987 is a family that defines this access network 
standard (referred to as XG-PON). It comprises four recommendations:

• G.987: 10-Gigabit-capable passive optical network (XG-PON) systems: 
Definitions, Abbreviations, and Acronyms, 2010.

• G.987.1: General requirements of 10G-PON systems (approved 2010-01-
13). Includes examples of services, user network interfaces (UNIs) and 
service node interfaces (SNIs), as well as the principal deployment 
configurations that are requested by network operators.
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• G.987.2: Physical media dependent (PMD) layer specification (approved 
2010-01-13, updated 2010-10-07). Describes a flexible optical fibre access 
network representing an evolutionary development from G.984.2, 
asymmetric only in the current version.

• G.987.3: Transmission convergence (TC) specifications (approved 2010-10-
07).

G.988

There is also a companion ITU-T standard defining a management and control 
interface for administering optical network units, referred to by the G.987 
recommendations.

• G.988: ONU management and control interface (OMCI) specification 
(approved 2010-10-07).

ONU equipment

The optical network unit (ONU) supplies network services from the PON to 
customer premises, connecting customer-premises equipment such as a home 
gateway or office firewall. An optical network terminal (ONT) is an ONU that 
functions as a demarcation point servicing a single subscriber; e.g., a dwelling or 
office. ONU devices supply Ethernet and possibly other services to the users, 
either directly (by bridging) or through a gateway device such as a residential 
gateway, firewall, and/or router, POTS, CATV signals to buildings wired for RF 
video, and some may even be compatible with the emerging G.hn home 
networking standard.

The ONU receives the downstream data from the Internet or private networks, 
and also uses time slots allocated by the OLT to send the upstream traffic in 
burst-mode. TDMA time slots prevent collisions with upstream traffic from 
other users sharing the same physical PON.

Fibre-to-the-cell site is another emerging application but has extra 
synchronisation requirements. A specialised Cellular Backhaul Unit (CBU) can 
provide PON access for cellular networks.

OLT and access nodes
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The OLT (Optical Line Terminal) connects the PON to aggregated backhaul 
uplinks, allocates time slots for ONUs and ONTs to transmit upstream data, and 
transmits shared downstream data in broadcast-mode over the PON to users. 
Since 10GPON is designed to coexist with GPON devices, migration to a 10GPON 
capability could be done by upgrading the OLT and then migrating individual 
ONUs as needed.

Normally the OLT is on a card that slots into a chassis at the Central Office (CO), 
which uses special uplink cards for Ethernet backhaul to the 
telecommunications provider's network and internet. Uplink cards on access 
equipment will likely use multiple Ethernet interfaces, although it remains to be 
seen what uplink speeds manufacturers will offer to support 10GPON access. 
Locating OLTs in outside plant cabinets may be an option for reach extension as 
a way to minimise the number of central offices covering low population density 
areas.

ITU and IEEE are planning for convergence of their specifications at the physical 
layer in 10G that would allow for the shared chips, optics and hardware 
platforms, thus driving cost reductions for hardware manufacturers.

Optical distribution network

PON Optical Distribution Networks use single mode optical fibre in the outside 
plant, optical splitters and optical distribution frames, duplexed so that both 
upstream and downstream share the same fibre on separate wavelengths. 10G-
PON is no exception with similar reach to previous standards but supporting a 
higher split ratio of 128 users per PON, or more using reach 
extenders/amplifiers. Optical splitters creating a point to multipoint topology is 
also the same technology as those used by other PON systems. This means any 
PON network should be upgradable by changing the ONT and OLT terminals at 
each end, with no change to the fibre itself unless different connectors are 
chosen.

"An Optical Distribution Network (ODN) being installed today will likely need to 
support four or more generations of PON over its expected 30 – 40-year life... 
The fibre should enable maximum flexibility to support any potential new PON 
technology, be protected with proven, reliable cabling making it easy to install 
and reliable, and be joined by advanced, low labour and low loss connectivity. 
The cost of the ODN materials (fibre, cable, and connectivity) at only about 8% 
comprises a surprisingly small portion of the total network cost.
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In an effort to extend the reach with support for 128 splits, the standard 
supports a range of optical budgets from 29 dB to 31 dB. A draft update to the 
standard is expected to further extend this to 33 dB and 35 dB budget 
classifications. A PON with a 35 dB optical budget could span 25 km or more and 
be shared/split among 128 subscribers.

Some ONTs can receive a broad range of optical spectrum from 1480 nm to 1580 
nm, so making the 10G-PON downstream signal visible to G-PON receivers. As a 
result, ONTs must block the unwanted downstream signals with a wavelength 
blocking filter (WBF), a small passive optical device.

Field trials

• In October 2010, Portugal Telecom reported a successful field trial of 10G-
PON, transmitting 3D-TV content using XG-PON1 capabilities.

• Verizon also successfully completed a field trial of the pre-standard XG-
PON2 (synchronous 10G-PON) capable of delivering a 10 Gbit/s 
broadband connection both downstream and upstream. In October 2010, 
at a Verizon customer's business in Taunton, Mass., the XG-PON2 trial 
used the same optical fibre that provides that business with its existing 
FiOS network connection and services.

• BT in the UK provided a trial 10-Gbit/s broadband service to a business 
customer in Cornwall using XG-PON technology from ZTE, it announced 
on 23rd Nov 2012.

• Chorus in New Zealand is providing a trial 10-Gbit/s broadband service to 
customers using XGS-PON technology. It was announced on 18th Nov 
2019.

• OpenFiber (wholesale-only FTTH carrier in Italy) has successfully trialled 
a 10Gbit service with coexisting GPON on the same fiber, using XGS-PON 
technology from ZTE, on March 14, 2019 in collaboration with ISP 
Fibra.city

  Equipment & Tools

• Fibre optic fusion splicers
• Optical time domain reflectometers (OTDR)
• Optical power metres 
• Electric vehicles for our engineers
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• Van kits
• Engineers tools
• Computer equipment
• Radios and mobile phones
• Office fit outs
• Branding

Milestones & Metrics

Milestone Due Date Who's Responsible Details

PIA Communications 
Partnership With 
Openreach

July 08, 2021 Bob Snowden PIA Agreement made to 
use Openreach 
infrastructure

Seed Investment Secured July 16, 2021 Bob Snowden Required seed fund 
investment of £350k

Commence Network 
Build

August 01, 2021 Bob Snowden Start the network build 
process.
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Company

Overview

Current ownership is 100% Robert Snowden who is currently Managing 
Director.

Team

The team is currently myself Robert Snowden, however this is still a working 
progress as everything in the background including the PIA application is 
currently being dealt with.

This team shall obviously be built as the investment comes through in stages 
making it Operationally and Commercially strong going forwards.
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Financial Plan

Forecast

Revenue by Month

Expenses by Month
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Net Profit (or Loss) by Year

Financing

Use of funds

The use of the funds shall secure the PIA licence with Openreach. Be used to 
employ a small skeleton staff prior to round (A). We shall procure all the 
engineering materials both optical active and passive equipment such as OLT's, 
sub-ducts, cables, aerial fibre nodes, fibre joint closures.

Also PIA lease agreements for ducts and poles, tools, splicing machines and 
OTDR's, computer equipment which will all play part of the "proof of concept".

Sources of Funds

The source of funds will come in three key stages listed below.

• Seed capital of £350k for proof of concept to pass 250 homes and gain as 
many customers as possible, circa 27%+. This proof will be built over 
Openreach's legacy copper network where there are no other 
competitors.

• Round (A) £4 million May 2022 which will be the start of our 25,000 homes 
passed build. This build shall take around 24 to 36 months picking the best 
possible concentrated area's where we can build quickly and efficiently. 
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Statements

Projected Profit and Loss

FY2022 FY2023 FY2024 FY2025 FY2026

Revenue £42,110 £962,564 £2,187,928 £3,366,196 £4,507,309

Direct Costs £268,900 £898,541 £917,492 £773,177 £796,600

Gross Margin (£226,790) £64,023 £1,270,435 £2,593,020 £3,710,709

Gross Margin % (539%) 7% 58% 77% 82%

Operating 
Expenses

Salaries & 
Wages £65,700 £837,600 £1,029,240 £96,501 £101,976

Insurances £4,800 £4,800 £4,800 £4,800 £4,800

Office / 
Deposit 6 
months

£20,000

Office rent £39,996 £39,996 £39,996 £39,996 £39,996

Rates £11,760 £11,760 £11,760 £11,760 £11,760

Utilities - gas - 
electric - 
comms

£4,800 £4,800 £4,800 £4,800 £4,800

Travel / rail / 
flights / hotels £5,000 £7,500 £10,000 £12,500 £15,000

Microsoft 
Licences x 15 £1,125 £1,125 £1,125 £1,125 £1,125

Fuel £3,500 £8,000 £9,000 £10,000 £11,000

Billing Platform £3,000 £3,000 £3,000 £3,000 £3,000

Total Operating 
Expenses £159,681 £918,581 £1,113,721 £184,482 £193,457

Operating 
Income (£386,471) (£854,557) £156,713 £2,408,538 £3,517,253

Interest Incurred

Depreciation and 
Amortization £3,914 £31,634 £75,680 £93,743 £89,743
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Gain or Loss from 
Sale of Assets

Income Taxes £0 £0 £0 £223,850 £685,502

Total Expenses £432,495 £1,848,756 £2,106,893 £1,275,252 £1,765,301

Net Profit (£390,384) (£886,192) £81,033 £2,090,945 £2,742,008

Net Profit / 
Sales (927%) (92%) 4% 62% 61%
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Projected Balance Sheet

Starting 
Balances FY2022 FY2023 FY2024 FY2025 FY2026

Cash £3,902,818 £2,146,790 £1,294,994 £3,583,899 £6,438,523

Accounts 
Receivable £0 £0 £0 £0 £0

Inventory £2,450 £2,800 £5,417 £6,083 £6,083

Other Current 
Assets

Total Current 
Assets £3,905,268 £2,149,590 £1,300,411 £3,589,982 £6,444,606

Long-Term 
Assets £61,268 £1,028,816 £2,095,172 £2,183,844 £2,272,516

Accumulated 
Depreciation (£3,914) (£35,548) (£111,228) (£204,971) (£294,714)

Total Long-
Term Assets £57,354 £993,268 £1,983,944 £1,978,873 £1,977,802

Total Assets £3,962,623 £3,142,858 £3,284,355 £5,568,855 £8,422,408

Accounts 
Payable £0 £0 £0 £0 £0

Income Taxes 
Payable £0 £0 £0 £135,440 £190,502

Sales Taxes 
Payable £3,007 £69,434 £129,898 £188,013 £244,496

Short-Term 
Debt

Prepaid 
Revenue £0 £0 £0 £0 £0 £0

Total Current 
Liabilities £0 £3,007 £69,434 £129,898 £323,453 £434,998

Long-Term 
Debt

Long-Term 
Liabilities

Total 
Liabilities £0 £3,007 £69,434 £129,898 £323,453 £434,998

Paid-In Capital £4,350,000 £4,350,000 £4,350,000 £4,350,000 £4,350,000
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Retained 
Earnings £0 £0 (£390,384) (£1,276,576) (£1,195,543) £895,402

Earnings (£390,384) (£886,192) £81,033 £2,090,945 £2,742,008

Total Owner's 
Equity £0 £3,959,616 £3,073,424 £3,154,457 £5,245,402 £7,987,410

Total 
Liabilities & 
Equity

£0 £3,962,623 £3,142,858 £3,284,355 £5,568,855 £8,422,408
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Projected Cash Flow Statement

FY2022 FY2023 FY2024 FY2025 FY2026

Net Cash Flow 
from 
Operations

Net Profit (£390,384) (£886,192) £81,033 £2,090,945 £2,742,008

Depreciation & 
Amortization £3,914 £31,634 £75,680 £93,743 £89,743

Change in 
Accounts 
Receivable

£0 £0 £0 £0 £0

Change in 
Inventory (£2,450) (£350) (£2,617) (£666) £0

Change in 
Accounts 
Payable

£0 £0 £0 £0 £0

Change in 
Income Tax 
Payable

£0 £0 £0 £135,440 £55,062

Change in Sales 
Tax Payable £3,007 £66,427 £60,464 £58,115 £56,483

Change in 
Prepaid 
Revenue

£0 £0 £0 £0 £0

Net Cash Flow 
from 
Operations

(£385,914) (£788,481) £214,561 £2,377,577 £2,943,295

Investing & 
Financing

Assets 
Purchased or 
Sold

(£61,268) (£967,548) (£1,066,356) (£88,672) (£88,672)

Net Cash from 
Investing (£61,268) (£967,548) (£1,066,356) (£88,672) (£88,672)

Investments 
Received £4,350,000

Dividends & 
Distributions

Change in 
Short-Term 
Debt
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Change in 
Long-Term 
Debt

Net Cash from 
Financing £4,350,000

Cash at Beginning 
of Period £0 £3,902,818 £2,146,790 £1,294,994 £3,583,899

Net Change in 
Cash £3,902,818 (£1,756,029) (£851,795) £2,288,905 £2,854,623

Cash at End of 
Period £3,902,818 £2,146,790 £1,294,994 £3,583,899 £6,438,523
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Appendix
Profit and Loss Statement (With monthly detail)

FY2022 July '21 Aug '21 Sept '21 Oct '21 Nov '21 Dec '21 Jan '22 Feb '22 Mar '22 Apr '22 May '22 June '22

Total Revenue £0 £2,875 £4,765 £5,901 £3,972 £4,638 £4,922 £5,196 £4,888 £4,953

Total Direct 
Costs £30,140 £20,140 £20,140 £20,140 £20,140 £20,140 £20,140 £20,140 £20,140 £20,140 £20,140 £37,360

Gross Margin (£30,140) (£20,140) (£20,140) (£17,265) (£15,375) (£14,239) (£16,169) (£15,502) (£15,218) (£14,943) (£15,252) (£32,407)

Gross Margin % (601%) (323%) (241%) (407%) (334%) (309%) (288%) (312%) (654%)

Operating 
Expenses

Salaries and Wages £39,500 £2,000 £2,000 £2,000 £2,000 £2,000 £2,000 £2,000 £2,000 £2,000 £3,200 £5,000

Employee Related 
Expenses

Insurances £400 £400 £400 £400 £400 £400 £400 £400 £400 £400 £400 £400

Office / Deposit 6 
months £20,000

Office rent £3,333 £3,333 £3,333 £3,333 £3,333 £3,333 £3,333 £3,333 £3,333 £3,333 £3,333 £3,333

Rates £980 £980 £980 £980 £980 £980 £980 £980 £980 £980 £980 £980

Utilities - gas - 
electric - comms £400 £400 £400 £400 £400 £400 £400 £400 £400 £400 £400 £400

Travel / rail / 
flights / hotels £5,000

Microsoft Licences 
x 15 £93 £93 £93 £94 £94 £94 £94 £94 £94 £94 £94 £94
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Fuel £3,500

Billing Platform £250 £250 £250 £250 £250 £250 £250 £250 £250 £250 £250 £250

Total Operating 
Expenses £73,456 £7,456 £7,456 £7,457 £7,457 £7,457 £7,457 £7,457 £7,457 £7,457 £8,657 £10,457

Operating 
Income (£103,596) (£27,596) (£27,596) (£24,722) (£22,832) (£21,696) (£23,625) (£22,959) (£22,675) (£22,401) (£23,909) (£42,864)

Interest Incurred

Depreciation and 
Amortization £238 £322 £321 £321 £322 £321 £322 £321 £322 £321 £321 £462

Gain or Loss from 
Sale of Assets

Income Taxes £0 £0 £0 £0 £0 £0 £0 £0 £0 £0 £0 £0

Total Expenses £103,834 £27,918 £27,917 £27,918 £27,919 £27,918 £27,919 £27,918 £27,919 £27,918 £29,118 £48,279

Net Profit (£103,834) (£27,918) (£27,917) (£25,043) (£23,154) (£22,017) (£23,947) (£23,280) (£22,997) (£22,722) (£24,230) (£43,325)

Net Profit / 
Sales (871%) (486%) (373%) (603%) (502%) (467%) (437%) (496%) (875%)
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FY2023 July '22 Aug '22 Sept '22 Oct '22 Nov '22 Dec '22 Jan '23 Feb '23 Mar '23 Apr '23 May '23 June '23

Total Revenue £32,961 £42,449 £51,654 £60,583 £69,473 £77,491 £83,720 £95,526 £101,538 £108,970 £116,178 £122,021

Total Direct 
Costs £74,878 £74,879 £74,878 £74,879 £74,878 £74,878 £74,879 £74,878 £74,879 £74,878 £74,878 £74,879

Gross Margin (£41,918) (£32,429) (£23,224) (£14,296) (£5,405) £2,613 £8,842 £20,648 £26,659 £34,091 £41,300 £47,143

Gross Margin % (127%) (76%) (45%) (24%) (8%) 3% 11% 22% 26% 31% 36% 39%

Operating 
Expenses

Salaries and Wages £69,800 £69,800 £69,800 £69,800 £69,800 £69,800 £69,800 £69,800 £69,800 £69,800 £69,800 £69,800

Employee Related 
Expenses

Insurances £400 £400 £400 £400 £400 £400 £400 £400 £400 £400 £400 £400

Office / Deposit 6 
months

Office rent £3,333 £3,333 £3,333 £3,333 £3,333 £3,333 £3,333 £3,333 £3,333 £3,333 £3,333 £3,333

Rates £980 £980 £980 £980 £980 £980 £980 £980 £980 £980 £980 £980

Utilities - gas - 
electric - comms £400 £400 £400 £400 £400 £400 £400 £400 £400 £400 £400 £400

Travel / rail / 
flights / hotels £625 £625 £625 £625 £625 £625 £625 £625 £625 £625 £625 £625

Microsoft Licences 
x 15 £93 £93 £93 £94 £94 £94 £94 £94 £94 £94 £94 £94

Fuel £8,000

Billing Platform £250 £250 £250 £250 £250 £250 £250 £250 £250 £250 £250 £250

Total Operating 
Expenses £83,881 £75,881 £75,881 £75,882 £75,882 £75,882 £75,882 £75,882 £75,882 £75,882 £75,882 £75,882
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Operating 
Income (£125,799) (£108,310) (£99,105) (£90,178) (£81,287) (£73,269) (£67,040) (£55,235) (£49,222) (£41,791) (£34,582) (£28,739)

Interest Incurred

Depreciation and 
Amortization £1,280 £1,521 £1,760 £1,999 £2,239 £2,479 £2,718 £2,958 £3,198 £3,437 £3,676 £4,369

Gain or Loss from 
Sale of Assets

Income Taxes £0 £0 £0 £0 £0 £0 £0 £0 £0 £0 £0 £0

Total Expenses £160,040 £152,280 £152,519 £152,760 £152,999 £153,239 £153,479 £153,718 £153,958 £154,198 £154,437 £155,129

Net Profit (£127,080) (£109,830) (£100,865) (£92,178) (£83,526) (£75,748) (£69,759) (£58,192) (£52,420) (£45,228) (£38,258) (£33,108)

Net Profit / 
Sales (386%) (259%) (195%) (152%) (120%) (98%) (83%) (61%) (52%) (42%) (33%) (27%)
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FY2024 July '23 Aug '23 Sept '23 Oct '23 Nov '23 Dec '23 Jan '24 Feb '24 Mar '24 Apr '24 May '24 June '24

Total Revenue £137,041 £146,039 £154,955 £163,416 £171,810 £179,765 £187,669 £195,148 £202,591 £209,622 £216,631 £223,241

Total Direct 
Costs £76,455 £76,456 £76,456 £76,456 £76,456 £76,457 £76,457 £76,457 £76,457 £76,461 £76,462 £76,462

Gross Margin £60,586 £69,583 £78,499 £86,959 £95,354 £103,308 £111,212 £118,691 £126,134 £133,161 £140,169 £146,779

Gross Margin % 44% 48% 51% 53% 55% 57% 59% 61% 62% 64% 65% 66%

Operating 
Expenses

Salaries and Wages £85,770 £85,770 £85,770 £85,770 £85,770 £85,770 £85,770 £85,770 £85,770 £85,770 £85,770 £85,770

Employee Related 
Expenses

Insurances £400 £400 £400 £400 £400 £400 £400 £400 £400 £400 £400 £400

Office / Deposit 6 
months

Office rent £3,333 £3,333 £3,333 £3,333 £3,333 £3,333 £3,333 £3,333 £3,333 £3,333 £3,333 £3,333

Rates £980 £980 £980 £980 £980 £980 £980 £980 £980 £980 £980 £980

Utilities - gas - 
electric - comms £400 £400 £400 £400 £400 £400 £400 £400 £400 £400 £400 £400

Travel / rail / 
flights / hotels £833 £834 £833 £833 £834 £833 £833 £834 £833 £833 £834 £833

Microsoft Licences 
x 15 £93 £93 £93 £94 £94 £94 £94 £94 £94 £94 £94 £94

Fuel £9,000

Billing Platform £250 £250 £250 £250 £250 £250 £250 £250 £250 £250 £250 £250

Total Operating 
Expenses £101,059 £92,060 £92,059 £92,060 £92,061 £92,060 £92,060 £92,061 £92,060 £92,060 £92,061 £92,060
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Operating 
Income (£40,473) (£22,477) (£13,560) (£5,101) £3,293 £11,248 £19,152 £26,630 £34,073 £41,102 £48,107 £54,719

Interest Incurred

Depreciation and 
Amortization £4,760 £5,041 £5,322 £5,604 £5,884 £6,166 £6,448 £6,728 £7,010 £7,291 £7,573 £7,853

Gain or Loss from 
Sale of Assets

Income Taxes £0 £0 £0 £0 £0 £0 £0 £0 £0 £0 £0 £0

Total Expenses £182,273 £173,557 £173,838 £174,119 £174,402 £174,683 £174,965 £175,247 £175,527 £175,811 £176,096 £176,375

Net Profit (£45,233) (£27,518) (£18,882) (£10,704) (£2,592) £5,082 £12,704 £19,901 £27,064 £33,811 £40,535 £46,865

Net Profit / 
Sales (33%) (19%) (12%) (7%) (2%) 3% 7% 10% 13% 16% 19% 21%
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FY2022 FY2023 FY2024 FY2025 FY2026

Total Revenue £42,110 £962,564 £2,187,928 £3,366,196 £4,507,309

Total Direct Costs £268,900 £898,541 £917,492 £773,177 £796,600

Gross Margin (£226,790) £64,023 £1,270,435 £2,593,020 £3,710,709

Gross Margin % (539%) 7% 58% 77% 82%

Operating Expenses

Salaries and Wages £65,700 £837,600 £1,029,240 £96,501 £101,976

Employee Related Expenses

Insurances £4,800 £4,800 £4,800 £4,800 £4,800

Office / Deposit 6 months £20,000

Office rent £39,996 £39,996 £39,996 £39,996 £39,996

Rates £11,760 £11,760 £11,760 £11,760 £11,760

Utilities - gas - electric - comms £4,800 £4,800 £4,800 £4,800 £4,800

Travel / rail / flights / hotels £5,000 £7,500 £10,000 £12,500 £15,000

Microsoft Licences x 15 £1,125 £1,125 £1,125 £1,125 £1,125

Fuel £3,500 £8,000 £9,000 £10,000 £11,000

Billing Platform £3,000 £3,000 £3,000 £3,000 £3,000

Total Operating Expenses £159,681 £918,581 £1,113,721 £184,482 £193,457

Operating Income (£386,471) (£854,557) £156,713 £2,408,538 £3,517,253

Interest Incurred

Depreciation and Amortization £3,914 £31,634 £75,680 £93,743 £89,743

Gain or Loss from Sale of Assets

Income Taxes £0 £0 £0 £223,850 £685,502
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Total Expenses £432,495 £1,848,756 £2,106,893 £1,275,252 £1,765,301

Net Profit (£390,384) (£886,192) £81,033 £2,090,945 £2,742,008

Net Profit / Sales (927%) (92%) 4% 62% 61%
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Balance Sheet (With Monthly Detail)

Starting 
Balances July '21 Aug '21 Sept '21 Oct '21 Nov '21 Dec '21 Jan '22 Feb '22 Mar '22 Apr '22 May '22 June '22

Cash £200,536 £167,940 £140,344 £116,197 £94,318 £73,802 £48,264 £26,232 £4,542 (£19,527) £3,957,541 £3,902,818

Accounts 
Receivable £0 £0 £0 £0 £0 £0 £0 £0 £0 £0 £0 £0

Inventory £700 £700 £700 £700 £700 £700 £700 £700 £700 £700 £700 £2,450

Other Current 
Assets

Total Current 
Assets £201,236 £168,640 £141,044 £116,897 £95,018 £74,502 £48,964 £26,932 £5,242 (£18,827) £3,958,241 £3,905,268

Long-Term Assets £45,168 £50,168 £50,168 £50,168 £50,168 £50,168 £50,168 £50,168 £50,168 £50,168 £50,168 £61,268

Accumulated 
Depreciation (£238) (£560) (£881) (£1,202) (£1,524) (£1,845) (£2,167) (£2,488) (£2,810) (£3,131) (£3,452) (£3,914)

Total Long-
Term Assets £44,930 £49,608 £49,287 £48,966 £48,644 £48,323 £48,001 £47,680 £47,358 £47,037 £46,716 £57,354

Total Assets £246,166 £218,248 £190,331 £165,863 £143,662 £122,825 £96,965 £74,612 £52,600 £28,210 £4,004,957 £3,962,623

Accounts Payable £0 £0 £0 £0 £0 £0 £0 £0 £0 £0 £0 £0

Income Taxes 
Payable £0 £0 £0 £0 £0 £0 £0 £0 £0 £0 £0 £0

Sales Taxes 
Payable £0 £575 £1,528 £2,708 £795 £1,722 £2,707 £1,039 £2,016 £3,007

Short-Term Debt

Prepaid Revenue £0 £0 £0 £0 £0 £0 £0 £0 £0 £0 £0

Total Current 
Liabilities £0 £0 £0 £0 £575 £1,528 £2,708 £795 £1,722 £2,707 £1,039 £2,016 £3,007

Long-Term Debt
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Long-Term 
Liabilities

Total 
Liabilities £0 £0 £0 £0 £575 £1,528 £2,708 £795 £1,722 £2,707 £1,039 £2,016 £3,007

Paid-In Capital £350,000 £350,000 £350,000 £350,000 £350,000 £350,000 £350,000 £350,000 £350,000 £350,000 £4,350,000 £4,350,000

Retained Earnings £0 £0 £0 £0 £0 £0 £0 £0 £0 £0 £0 £0 £0

Earnings (£103,834) (£131,752) (£159,669) (£184,712) (£207,866) (£229,883) (£253,830) (£277,110) (£300,107) (£322,829) (£347,059) (£390,384)

Total Owner's 
Equity £0 £246,166 £218,248 £190,331 £165,288 £142,134 £120,117 £96,170 £72,890 £49,893 £27,171 £4,002,941 £3,959,616

Total 
Liabilities & 
Equity

£0 £246,166 £218,248 £190,331 £165,863 £143,662 £122,825 £96,965 £74,612 £52,600 £28,210 £4,004,957 £3,962,623
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FY2023 July '22 Aug '22 Sept '22 Oct '22 Nov '22 Dec '22 Jan '23 Feb '23 Mar '23 Apr '23 May '23 June '23

Cash £3,678,575 £3,503,526 £3,339,523 £3,160,819 £3,018,198 £2,885,198 £2,718,164 £2,606,805 £2,502,662 £2,351,279 £2,264,704 £2,146,790

Accounts 
Receivable £0 £0 £0 £0 £0 £0 £0 £0 £0 £0 £0 £0

Inventory £2,450 £2,450 £2,450 £2,450 £2,450 £2,450 £2,450 £2,450 £2,450 £2,450 £2,450 £2,800

Other Current 
Assets

Total Current 
Assets £3,681,025 £3,505,976 £3,341,973 £3,163,269 £3,020,648 £2,887,648 £2,720,614 £2,609,255 £2,505,112 £2,353,729 £2,267,154 £2,149,590

Long-Term Assets £163,297 £238,526 £313,755 £388,984 £464,213 £539,442 £614,671 £689,900 £765,129 £840,358 £915,587 £1,028,816

Accumulated 
Depreciation (£5,194) (£6,715) (£8,475) (£10,474) (£12,713) (£15,192) (£17,910) (£20,868) (£24,066) (£27,503) (£31,179) (£35,548)

Total Long-
Term Assets £158,103 £231,811 £305,280 £378,510 £451,500 £524,250 £596,761 £669,032 £741,063 £812,855 £884,408 £993,268

Total Assets £3,839,128 £3,737,788 £3,647,254 £3,541,779 £3,472,148 £3,411,898 £3,317,374 £3,278,287 £3,246,175 £3,166,584 £3,151,562 £3,142,858

Accounts Payable £0 £0 £0 £0 £0 £0 £0 £0 £0 £0 £0 £0

Income Taxes 
Payable £0 £0 £0 £0 £0 £0 £0 £0 £0 £0 £0 £0

Sales Taxes Payable £6,592 £15,082 £25,413 £12,116 £26,011 £41,509 £16,744 £35,849 £56,157 £21,794 £45,030 £69,434

Short-Term Debt

Prepaid Revenue £0 £0 £0 £0 £0 £0 £0 £0 £0 £0 £0 £0

Total Current 
Liabilities £6,592 £15,082 £25,413 £12,116 £26,011 £41,509 £16,744 £35,849 £56,157 £21,794 £45,030 £69,434

Long-Term Debt

Long-Term 
Liabilities
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Total Liabilities £6,592 £15,082 £25,413 £12,116 £26,011 £41,509 £16,744 £35,849 £56,157 £21,794 £45,030 £69,434

Paid-In Capital £4,350,000 £4,350,000 £4,350,000 £4,350,000 £4,350,000 £4,350,000 £4,350,000 £4,350,000 £4,350,000 £4,350,000 £4,350,000 £4,350,000

Retained Earnings (£390,384) (£390,384) (£390,384) (£390,384) (£390,384) (£390,384) (£390,384) (£390,384) (£390,384) (£390,384) (£390,384) (£390,384)

Earnings (£127,080) (£236,910) (£337,775) (£429,952) (£513,479) (£589,227) (£658,985) (£717,177) (£769,598) (£814,825) (£853,084) (£886,192)

Total Owner's 
Equity £3,832,536 £3,722,706 £3,621,841 £3,529,663 £3,446,137 £3,370,389 £3,300,630 £3,242,438 £3,190,018 £3,144,790 £3,106,532 £3,073,424

Total Liabilities 
& Equity £3,839,128 £3,737,788 £3,647,254 £3,541,779 £3,472,148 £3,411,898 £3,317,374 £3,278,287 £3,246,175 £3,166,584 £3,151,562 £3,142,858
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FY2024 July '23 Aug '23 Sept '23 Oct '23 Nov '23 Dec '23 Jan '24 Feb '24 Mar '24 Apr '24 May '24 June '24

Cash £1,969,378 £1,887,796 £1,816,914 £1,668,576 £1,617,918 £1,576,806 £1,442,181 £1,419,527 £1,405,806 £1,283,437 £1,286,557 £1,294,994

Accounts 
Receivable £0 £0 £0 £0 £0 £0 £0 £0 £0 £0 £0 £0

Inventory £2,800 £2,800 £2,800 £2,800 £2,800 £2,800 £2,800 £2,800 £2,800 £2,800 £2,800 £5,417

Other Current 
Assets

Total Current 
Assets £1,972,178 £1,890,596 £1,819,714 £1,671,376 £1,620,718 £1,579,606 £1,444,981 £1,422,327 £1,408,606 £1,286,237 £1,289,357 £1,300,411

Long-Term Assets £1,123,729 £1,212,042 £1,300,355 £1,388,668 £1,476,981 £1,565,294 £1,653,607 £1,741,920 £1,830,233 £1,918,546 £2,006,859 £2,095,172

Accumulated 
Depreciation (£40,308) (£45,349) (£50,671) (£56,275) (£62,159) (£68,325) (£74,773) (£81,501) (£88,511) (£95,802) (£103,375) (£111,228)

Total Long-
Term Assets £1,083,421 £1,166,693 £1,249,684 £1,332,393 £1,414,822 £1,496,969 £1,578,834 £1,660,419 £1,741,722 £1,822,744 £1,903,484 £1,983,944

Total Assets £3,055,599 £3,057,289 £3,069,398 £3,003,770 £3,035,540 £3,076,575 £3,023,815 £3,082,745 £3,150,328 £3,108,981 £3,192,842 £3,284,355

Accounts Payable £0 £0 £0 £0 £0 £0 £0 £0 £0 £0 £0 £0

Income Taxes 
Payable £0 £0 £0 £0 £0 £0 £0 £0 £0 £0 £0 £0

Sales Taxes Payable £27,408 £56,616 £87,607 £32,683 £67,045 £102,998 £37,534 £76,563 £117,082 £41,924 £85,250 £129,898

Short-Term Debt

Prepaid Revenue £0 £0 £0 £0 £0 £0 £0 £0 £0 £0 £0 £0

Total Current 
Liabilities £27,408 £56,616 £87,607 £32,683 £67,045 £102,998 £37,534 £76,563 £117,082 £41,924 £85,250 £129,898

Long-Term Debt

Long-Term 
Liabilities
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Total Liabilities £27,408 £56,616 £87,607 £32,683 £67,045 £102,998 £37,534 £76,563 £117,082 £41,924 £85,250 £129,898

Paid-In Capital £4,350,000 £4,350,000 £4,350,000 £4,350,000 £4,350,000 £4,350,000 £4,350,000 £4,350,000 £4,350,000 £4,350,000 £4,350,000 £4,350,000

Retained Earnings (£1,276,576) (£1,276,576) (£1,276,576) (£1,276,576) (£1,276,576) (£1,276,576) (£1,276,576) (£1,276,576) (£1,276,576) (£1,276,576) (£1,276,576) (£1,276,576)

Earnings (£45,233) (£72,751) (£91,633) (£102,337) (£104,929) (£99,847) (£87,143) (£67,241) (£40,178) (£6,367) £34,168 £81,033

Total Owner's 
Equity £3,028,191 £3,000,673 £2,981,791 £2,971,087 £2,968,495 £2,973,577 £2,986,281 £3,006,182 £3,033,246 £3,067,057 £3,107,592 £3,154,457

Total Liabilities 
& Equity £3,055,599 £3,057,289 £3,069,398 £3,003,770 £3,035,540 £3,076,575 £3,023,815 £3,082,745 £3,150,328 £3,108,981 £3,192,842 £3,284,355
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Starting Balances FY2022 FY2023 FY2024 FY2025 FY2026

Cash £3,902,818 £2,146,790 £1,294,994 £3,583,899 £6,438,523

Accounts Receivable £0 £0 £0 £0 £0

Inventory £2,450 £2,800 £5,417 £6,083 £6,083

Other Current Assets

Total Current Assets £3,905,268 £2,149,590 £1,300,411 £3,589,982 £6,444,606

Long-Term Assets £61,268 £1,028,816 £2,095,172 £2,183,844 £2,272,516

Accumulated Depreciation (£3,914) (£35,548) (£111,228) (£204,971) (£294,714)

Total Long-Term Assets £57,354 £993,268 £1,983,944 £1,978,873 £1,977,802

Total Assets £3,962,623 £3,142,858 £3,284,355 £5,568,855 £8,422,408

Accounts Payable £0 £0 £0 £0 £0

Income Taxes Payable £0 £0 £0 £135,440 £190,502

Sales Taxes Payable £3,007 £69,434 £129,898 £188,013 £244,496

Short-Term Debt

Prepaid Revenue £0 £0 £0 £0 £0 £0

Total Current Liabilities £0 £3,007 £69,434 £129,898 £323,453 £434,998

Long-Term Debt

Long-Term Liabilities

Total Liabilities £0 £3,007 £69,434 £129,898 £323,453 £434,998

Paid-In Capital £4,350,000 £4,350,000 £4,350,000 £4,350,000 £4,350,000

Retained Earnings £0 £0 (£390,384) (£1,276,576) (£1,195,543) £895,402

Earnings (£390,384) (£886,192) £81,033 £2,090,945 £2,742,008
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Total Owner's Equity £0 £3,959,616 £3,073,424 £3,154,457 £5,245,402 £7,987,410

Total Liabilities & Equity £0 £3,962,623 £3,142,858 £3,284,355 £5,568,855 £8,422,408
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Cash Flow Statement (With Monthly Detail)

FY2022 July '21 Aug '21 Sept '21 Oct '21 Nov '21 Dec '21 Jan '22 Feb '22 Mar '22 Apr '22 May '22 June '22

Net Cash Flow 
from Operations

Net Profit (£103,834) (£27,918) (£27,917) (£25,043) (£23,154) (£22,017) (£23,947) (£23,280) (£22,997) (£22,722) (£24,230) (£43,325)

Depreciation & 
Amortization £238 £321 £321 £321 £321 £321 £321 £321 £321 £321 £321 £461

Change in 
Accounts 
Receivable

£0 £0 £0 £0 £0 £0 £0 £0 £0 £0 £0 £0

Change in 
Inventory (£700) £0 £0 £0 £0 £0 £0 £0 £0 £0 £0 (£1,750)

Change in 
Accounts 
Payable

£0 £0 £0 £0 £0 £0 £0 £0 £0 £0 £0 £0

Change in 
Income Tax 
Payable

£0 £0 £0 £0 £0 £0 £0 £0 £0 £0 £0 £0

Change in Sales 
Tax Payable £0 £575 £953 £1,180 (£1,913) £927 £985 (£1,668) £977 £991

Change in 
Prepaid Revenue £0 £0 £0 £0 £0 £0 £0 £0 £0 £0 £0

Net Cash Flow 
from Operations (£104,296) (£27,596) (£27,596) (£24,147) (£21,879) (£20,516) (£25,539) (£22,032) (£21,690) (£24,068) (£22,932) (£43,623)

Investing & 
Financing

Assets Purchased 
or Sold (£45,168) (£5,000) (£11,100)

Net Cash from 
Investing (£45,168) (£5,000) (£11,100)

Investments 
Received £350,000 £4,000,000
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Dividends & 
Distributions

Change in Short-
Term Debt

Change in Long-
Term Debt

Net Cash from 
Financing £350,000 £4,000,000

Cash at Beginning 
of Period £0 £200,536 £167,940 £140,344 £116,197 £94,318 £73,802 £48,264 £26,232 £4,542 (£19,527) £3,957,541

Net Change in Cash £200,536 (£32,596) (£27,596) (£24,147) (£21,879) (£20,516) (£25,539) (£22,032) (£21,690) (£24,068) £3,977,068 (£54,723)

Cash at End of 
Period £200,536 £167,940 £140,344 £116,197 £94,318 £73,802 £48,264 £26,232 £4,542 (£19,527) £3,957,541 £3,902,818
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FY2023 July '22 Aug '22 Sept '22 Oct '22 Nov '22 Dec '22 Jan '23 Feb '23 Mar '23 Apr '23 May '23 June '23

Net Cash Flow 
from Operations

Net Profit (£127,080) (£109,830) (£100,865) (£92,178) (£83,526) (£75,748) (£69,759) (£58,192) (£52,420) (£45,228) (£38,258) (£33,108)

Depreciation & 
Amortization £1,281 £1,520 £1,760 £2,000 £2,239 £2,479 £2,718 £2,958 £3,197 £3,437 £3,677 £4,369

Change in 
Accounts 
Receivable

£0 £0 £0 £0 £0 £0 £0 £0 £0 £0 £0 £0

Change in 
Inventory £0 £0 £0 £0 £0 £0 £0 £0 £0 £0 £0 (£350)

Change in 
Accounts 
Payable

£0 £0 £0 £0 £0 £0 £0 £0 £0 £0 £0 £0

Change in 
Income Tax 
Payable

£0 £0 £0 £0 £0 £0 £0 £0 £0 £0 £0 £0

Change in Sales 
Tax Payable £3,585 £8,490 £10,331 (£13,297) £13,895 £15,498 (£24,765) £19,105 £20,308 (£34,363) £23,236 £24,404

Change in 
Prepaid Revenue £0 £0 £0 £0 £0 £0 £0 £0 £0 £0 £0 £0

Net Cash Flow 
from Operations (£122,214) (£99,820) (£88,774) (£103,475) (£67,392) (£57,771) (£91,805) (£36,129) (£28,915) (£76,154) (£11,346) (£4,685)

Investing & 
Financing

Assets Purchased 
or Sold (£102,029) (£75,229) (£75,229) (£75,229) (£75,229) (£75,229) (£75,229) (£75,229) (£75,229) (£75,229) (£75,229) (£113,229)

Net Cash from 
Investing (£102,029) (£75,229) (£75,229) (£75,229) (£75,229) (£75,229) (£75,229) (£75,229) (£75,229) (£75,229) (£75,229) (£113,229)

Investments 
Received

Dividends & 
Distributions
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Change in Short-
Term Debt

Change in Long-
Term Debt

Net Cash from 
Financing

Cash at Beginning 
of Period £3,902,818 £3,678,575 £3,503,526 £3,339,523 £3,160,819 £3,018,198 £2,885,198 £2,718,164 £2,606,805 £2,502,662 £2,351,279 £2,264,704

Net Change in Cash (£224,243) (£175,049) (£164,003) (£178,704) (£142,621) (£133,000) (£167,034) (£111,358) (£104,144) (£151,383) (£86,575) (£117,914)

Cash at End of 
Period £3,678,575 £3,503,526 £3,339,523 £3,160,819 £3,018,198 £2,885,198 £2,718,164 £2,606,805 £2,502,662 £2,351,279 £2,264,704 £2,146,790
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FY2024 July '23 Aug '23 Sept '23 Oct '23 Nov '23 Dec '23 Jan '24 Feb '24 Mar '24 Apr '24 May '24 June '24

Net Cash Flow 
from Operations

Net Profit (£45,233) (£27,518) (£18,882) (£10,704) (£2,592) £5,082 £12,704 £19,901 £27,064 £33,811 £40,535 £46,865

Depreciation & 
Amortization £4,760 £5,041 £5,322 £5,604 £5,885 £6,166 £6,447 £6,729 £7,010 £7,291 £7,572 £7,854

Change in 
Accounts 
Receivable

£0 £0 £0 £0 £0 £0 £0 £0 £0 £0 £0 £0

Change in 
Inventory £0 £0 £0 £0 £0 £0 £0 £0 £0 £0 £0 (£2,617)

Change in 
Accounts 
Payable

£0 £0 £0 £0 £0 £0 £0 £0 £0 £0 £0 £0

Change in 
Income Tax 
Payable

£0 £0 £0 £0 £0 £0 £0 £0 £0 £0 £0 £0

Change in Sales 
Tax Payable (£42,026) £29,208 £30,991 (£54,924) £34,362 £35,953 (£65,464) £39,029 £40,519 (£75,158) £43,326 £44,648

Change in 
Prepaid Revenue £0 £0 £0 £0 £0 £0 £0 £0 £0 £0 £0 £0

Net Cash Flow 
from Operations (£82,499) £6,731 £17,431 (£60,025) £37,655 £47,201 (£46,312) £65,659 £74,593 (£34,057) £91,434 £96,750

Investing & 
Financing

Assets Purchased 
or Sold (£94,913) (£88,313) (£88,313) (£88,313) (£88,313) (£88,313) (£88,313) (£88,313) (£88,313) (£88,313) (£88,313) (£88,313)

Net Cash from 
Investing (£94,913) (£88,313) (£88,313) (£88,313) (£88,313) (£88,313) (£88,313) (£88,313) (£88,313) (£88,313) (£88,313) (£88,313)

Investments 
Received

Dividends & 
Distributions
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Change in Short-
Term Debt

Change in Long-
Term Debt

Net Cash from 
Financing

Cash at Beginning 
of Period £2,146,790 £1,969,378 £1,887,796 £1,816,914 £1,668,576 £1,617,918 £1,576,806 £1,442,181 £1,419,527 £1,405,806 £1,283,437 £1,286,557

Net Change in Cash (£177,412) (£81,582) (£70,882) (£148,338) (£50,658) (£41,112) (£134,625) (£22,654) (£13,720) (£122,370) £3,121 £8,437

Cash at End of 
Period £1,969,378 £1,887,796 £1,816,914 £1,668,576 £1,617,918 £1,576,806 £1,442,181 £1,419,527 £1,405,806 £1,283,437 £1,286,557 £1,294,994
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FY2022 FY2023 FY2024 FY2025 FY2026

Net Cash Flow from Operations

Net Profit (£390,384) (£886,192) £81,033 £2,090,945 £2,742,008

Depreciation & Amortization £3,914 £31,634 £75,680 £93,743 £89,743

Change in Accounts Receivable £0 £0 £0 £0 £0

Change in Inventory (£2,450) (£350) (£2,617) (£666) £0

Change in Accounts Payable £0 £0 £0 £0 £0

Change in Income Tax Payable £0 £0 £0 £135,440 £55,062

Change in Sales Tax Payable £3,007 £66,427 £60,464 £58,115 £56,483

Change in Prepaid Revenue £0 £0 £0 £0 £0

Net Cash Flow from Operations (£385,914) (£788,481) £214,561 £2,377,577 £2,943,295

Investing & Financing

Assets Purchased or Sold (£61,268) (£967,548) (£1,066,356) (£88,672) (£88,672)

Net Cash from Investing (£61,268) (£967,548) (£1,066,356) (£88,672) (£88,672)

Investments Received £4,350,000

Dividends & Distributions

Change in Short-Term Debt

Change in Long-Term Debt

Net Cash from Financing £4,350,000

Cash at Beginning of Period £0 £3,902,818 £2,146,790 £1,294,994 £3,583,899

Net Change in Cash £3,902,818 (£1,756,029) (£851,795) £2,288,905 £2,854,623

Cash at End of Period £3,902,818 £2,146,790 £1,294,994 £3,583,899 £6,438,523
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